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From hive to home! Whether you find attractive creating delicious foods that highlight honey's
robust flavor, developing all-natural beauty products, or preparing home cures that will soothe
any ailment, this book makes it easy for anyone to take pleasure from the simple pleasures
which come from harvesting the golden nectar.With step-by-step instructions and a lot of buzz-
worthy wisdom, Honey Crafting will help you sweeten up your entire day with the goodness that
honeybees bring.From the satisfying taste of fresh honey butter to the blissful aroma of a
beeswax candle, Honey Crafting celebrates everything the hive has to offer. Inside, you'll find a
number of sweet crafts for about the home, including Molded Beeswax Ornaments, Oatmeal
and Honey Scrub Bar, Honey Gorgonzola Toasts, and Cocoa Lavender Lip Balm.
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A Great Primer For Hive Products This is a great primer for most of the merchandise from a
honey bee hive. The authors possess compiled an excellent collection of recipes and
approaches for making candles, soap, lip balm, salves, not forgetting some mouth-watering
recipes (both nice and savory). I've already done many of the tasks in it.We was especially
impressed with the way the authors described the procedures, and clearly marked the
treatment and safety concerns whenever using bees wax and lye. No punches are pulled, and
descriptions of what can happen if completed the wrong way are matter of reality, without
scaring the reader. this product is amazing. The various other concern I wish was described
was how the properties of honey can transform when heated..Overall, a great book, and I am
looking forward to trying a few of the recipes. Great Book For Beekeepers Great book. I
bought it for a Beekeeping club gift exchange and everyone there liked it. It was approved
around by the beekeepers and greatly discussed.. Since my child and my significant other are
beekeepers I look forward to making good usage of their honey and wax. I'm pleased I picked
it up. I love honey The book has a variety of ways to use honey. Bee Keeper WILL NEED TO
HAVE I've had a little apiary for a few years and its own always nice to find new ideas. It really
is packed with great suggestions and great directions. Great book Good stuff Five Stars Love
love this book Five Stars Thanks.! I recommend this book to cooks, crafters and honey fans..
Keeping bees means you will have a lot of surplus honey, beeswax, propolis, etc.. I am still
reading through it but am already planning how to use the honey , wax etc .. If local
unprocessed honey can be used, and heated above 140, the useful anti-oxidants are
compromised, leaving a wonderful tasting encounter, but reducing a few of the health benefits.
Honey crafting This book is everything the reviews I read said it will be and more. The reserve
offers a springboard of concepts that will allow the reader to comprehend and if interested
explore the precise interest areas. This reserve really can help you out with ideas on how to
make use of your by products without waste. I'd highly recommend this book to anyone.
Wonderful Book This is an extremely informative book for those who enjoy crafting with beeswax,
and for those who love just plain honey. There are food quality recipes, body scrubs, lip balms,
candles and more! The ideas in this reserve were clean and the photos were beautiful. The
book game fully wrapped and did not look used at all!From the Kindle edition, I wish there
were more photos showing in process and end results, nonetheless it works. The publication
game completely wrapped and didn't . We have just committed to 4 hives This is an excellent
book especially for a novice such as myself . I love this book! the product is amazing. I really
like using it and it has stayed in my own kitchen since I bought it.! I have not really go through
it but I really like the little I have read so far. Lots of ideas Nice read, good info An awesome
book An awesome book Five Stars aa Four Stars good ideas Great Book!!.! Many quality
recipes and lots of great information!! I've tried most of the body treatment products and even
adjusted them to suit my needs. This publication is ideal for adults and children.
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